
3 More Stories About Vaccine Differences by State 

1: Vaccine Phases in Arizona: Continuing my research of the differences between states of 

individual included in phases 1A-Phase 2 of the COVID-19 vaccine distribution, I list the 

differences in Arizona in the links below. To manage the initial shortage of vaccines verses 

demand, Arizona allocated its vaccines by county and dictated which phases(s) each county was 

to vaccinate during the vaccine distribution. The first link is a PDF handout showing the vaccine 

phase overview and the second link is another PDF with a detailed description of who is being 

vaccinated in each phase and why.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20210129201132/https://www.azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/e

pidemiology-disease-control/infectious-disease-epidemiology/novel-coronavirus/vaccine-

phases.pdf 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210129203850/https://www.azdhs.gov/documents/preparedness/e

pidemiology-disease-control/infectious-disease-epidemiology/novel-coronavirus/vaccine/where-

to-find-vaccine-faqs.pdf 

 

2: Vaccine Phases in Michigan: The differences in Michigan’s vaccine phases are listed below. 

Michigan provided a detailed graph showing when priority vaccination for each phase would 

begin in a green color and when each phase would not be priority, but would still continue, in 

light tan (link 1). Like Arizona, they provided a detailed FAQ booklet detailing who was in their 

phases and why it was done this way (link 2). Note that the presentation of both states’ 

information about the phases of the vaccine are very similar (PDFs, design, etc).  

https://web.archive.org/web/20210128030033/https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus

/MI_COVID-19_Vaccination_Prioritization_Guidance_710349_7.pdf 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210126025740/https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus

/COVID-19_Vaccine_Public_FAQ_FINAL_710077_7.pdf 

 

3: Vaccine Phases in New York State: The differences in New York state’s vaccine phases are 

explained in the links below. Unlike the above states, New York only lists Phases 1A and 1B, but 

the people included in those phases are mostly comparable to the phases in the above states. New 

York also provided its citizens with a detailed FAQ sheet. Though it is only on the state’s 

COVID-19 Vaccine webpage and is not a highly marketable PDF like Arizona and Michigan. 

The first link shows the known vaccine phases and the second link shows the FAQ page. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210129212805/https://covid19vaccine.health.ny.gov/phased-

distribution-vaccine 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210125225056/https://covid19vaccine.health.ny.gov/frequently-

asked-questions-0 
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